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Motivation
The key challenge in SR methods is how to pro-
duce the information missed when imaging, and
one of the feasible approaches may rely on ef-
ficiently utilizing the hierarchical features cre-
ated from intermediate layers of deep neural net-
works. However, methods for hierarchical fea-
ture creation from intermediate layers are still
open. To tackle this challenge, we try to im-
prove performance in two ways: (1) match the
receptive field of an extractor with a suggested
depth varied dense block VLDB, and (2) propose
a nested DID structure which could be viewed as
a super RDN, a global dense mechanism (GDM)
multiplexing VLDB’s controllable and hierarchi-
cal features in different scales.

Previous Work
The the Residual Dense Network (RDN)[1]
proposes a fixed-depth residual dense block
(RDB) by merging a residual block with dense
blocks. It aggregates features from all hidden-
layers by global residual learning, exceeding
the memory blocks in MemNet [2]. But
RDBs are cascade connected, gradient disap-
pearance/explosion would remain when a net-
work continuously deepens. Also, with fixed
depth of dense blocks in DenseNet-like networks,
rich details are hard to follow.
On the other hand, attention networks come for
SR quality promotion. Typical Residual Chan-
nel Attention Network (RCAN)[3] includes the
residual in residual (RIR) structure, providing
global-long and local-short skips with channel
attentions (CA), and focusing on detail learning
as well. Though CA is introduced, the resid-
ual skip connections in RCAN are those actually
important [3]. Whereas the Second-order Atten-
tion Network(SAN) calculates covariance matrix
of feature maps to give an acute statistical at-
tention for correlation utilizing, also applies skip
connections to pass LR information[4].
As mentioned above, we could find that either
network deepened/widened or channel attention
imposed, the key challenge in SR methods is how
to produce the information missed when imag-
ing.
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Network Structure
To match the RFs adaptively for DBs in different depths, we suggest the variable local dense blocks
(VLDB) with each DB layers assigned in an arithmetic progression. The VLDB framework contains
three local parts: local dense connection, local feature fusion and local residual learning.

Fig.1.The architecture of variable local dense block (VLDB)

DID network could be viewed as a super RDN, using VLDBs as basic nodes.It also contains three
parts: global dense connections, global feature fusion(GFF) and global residual learning(GRL).

Fig.2.The architecture of our DID network.

Experimental Results
With the same loss function, and the same numbers of dense blocks and Conv. layers in total, Figure
3 displayed loss curves of DID network and RDNs in 200 epochs. DID curves are better in each
paired setting. Figure 4 showed that both Model III utilizing VLDBs and Model II utilizing GDM
can improve the PSNR values on the basis of Model I. Model-IV, the DID network jointly utilizing
VLDBs and GDM, achieves the highest average PSNR 38.04 dB and well explains that the proposed
VLDBs and the GDM are consistent.

Fig.3.Loss curves of DID network and RDNs. Fig.4.Performance of different combinations of modules.

The related parameters in the proposed DID network are the number of VLDBs (denoted as D) and
the number of Conv. layers per VLDB (denoted as C). Figure 5 could reveal effects of D and C, and
confirms the variable depths in VLDB is reasonable and feasible.

Fig.5.Convergence analysis of DID with different values of D, C.


